Validating and consolidating data.
Using fuzzy logic
to achieve accurate results.
Intelligent Data Enrichment.
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To make sure what
belongs together comes together.
Consistent data.

Consistent and standardized data forms the basis of well-functioning
processes and useful analyses. To comprehensively reflect overriding
business processes, it becomes ever more necessary to consolidate
data from all different kinds of sources. This sounds simple – but in
reality it often isn’t.
In most cases the data cannot be used The friction losses caused by these
in its original form to begin with –
difficulties often lead to inefficiency
for example because there are several
and frustration in everyday work.
inconsistent versions of the same dataset.
This is why the issue of data manageOr new data from external sources
ment is invariably of paramount impormust be matched with existing data
tance in the relevant company departmanually at great effort before it can be ments and IT divisions..
processed.

Many requirements, one proven solution.
fuzzit® is a powerful data management
tool. It is able to collect, purge, harmonize
and consolidate data from any source.
A sophisticated system is employed to
monitor the individual steps.

Business intelligence tools supply individual
analyses and reports based on the purged
data when required.

fuzzit® has been employed successfully
in a large number of different data
management projects, for example
in a pan-European master data harmonization
project for a Fortune 500 company.
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Fuzzy logic.
Clearly  defined  results.
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The human brain is amazingly good at completing missing, slightly deviating or
flawed information to form familiar patterns. “Steven Connolly, residing at 123
Broad Way” and “Stephen Connelly, residing at 123 Broadway” are quickly identified as probably being the same person, but spelled with minor mistakes.
Yet for most computer programs the two men are two different individuals with
two different street addresses.
We have emulated the human ability to recognize patterns with our product fuzzit®.
Using fuzzy algorithms, our software is able to recognize both persons as likely to
be identical – and moreover, it provides an indication of probability. This process
is fully automated and only takes a few seconds.
Depending on the individual application, the degree of error tolerance can be
set – fuzzit® allows users to specify the precise degree of deviation that is tolerated. Data within this range is identified as belonging together. These similarity
threshold values also make it possible to decide whether the data matching
is performed automatically or submitted to the user for further examination
(semi-automated mapping).

fuzzit® assists companies reliably in achieving data hygiene –
already existing redundant datasets can easily be identified and
cleaned up. Moreover, fuzzit® can be integrated into the master
data process in such a way that no new redundant data can be

“In the wake of introducing our European SAP® R/3, we had to harmonize our customer master data!
from three business groups. Without the tools and excellent process know-how of Systrion we would
not have been able to accomplish that. By now several of our European subsidiaries rely on Systrion
when similar issues arise.”
Dr. Stephan Jürgensen, Director SAP® Implementation, Unilever Deutschland GmbH

generated.
This is data quality management from the start.
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Examples from real life.
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Real-life scenario 1
Master Data Cleaning as part of the ERP introduction

Real-life scenario 3
Matching sales data from wholesalers

When a European SAP® system was introduced in a large corporation, the various
sets of data had to be integrated into the
European master database. The dataset of
the German companies and of the group’s
headquarters were validated, cleaned up
and consolidated. Thanks to fuzzit® it was
possible to identify the flawed and redundant datasets and automatically subject

A food corporation that sells its products
Matching and standardizing the data manin Europe solely through wholesalers had
ually in Excel was a time-consuming and
so far had no information about which of its
errorprone undertaking, especially since the
products were shipped to what end cuswholesalers kept acquiring new customers.
tomer and in what quantity. However, this
information was urgently needed, e.g. for
A self-learning system was developed based
analyses of potential, sales rep management, on fuzzit® which matches customers and
materials reliably and for the most part audirect marketing and refund payments, and
was therefore of critical interest to the group tonomously. Once data has been matched, it
is filed in mapping tables which can then be
of companies.
accessed automatically. Master data that is
While it was possible to persuade the whole- not contained in the target system is suggested to be generated. Using fuzzit® it was
salers to supply the sales data, they did so
using their own customer and product codes thus possible to reduce the manual effort of
matching the wholesaler data to nearly zero.
as well as units.
The data is now available promptly and its
quality has been significantly improved.

them to a follow-up process. When master
datasets were missing, a generation process
was automatically initiated. In the end all
important master data of all companies and
sites had been harmonised and purged.
At the same time the master data volume
was considerably slimmed down and the
effort required to update the data reduced.

Real-life scenario 2
Duplicate data: annoying doppelgangers
Duplicate datasets – data of which several
copies exist – are one of the most frequent
problems in core data management.
There are many reasons for the occurrence
of duplicates, e.g. because similarly spelled
data was inadvertently entered several times
or various datasets were consolidated as

changes were being made, such as the
combination of business divisions or the integration of systems following company mergers. Whatever the case may be, duplicate data
requires additional effort and causes inconsistencies and errors in data processing.

“By introducing fuzzit® for processing the trade dimension data, we achieved a
significant improvement of the data quality as well as a considerable reduction
of the work involved in this effort.”
Detlef Eggers, Business Process Manager Customer Development Operations,
Unilever Deutschland GmbH

The Customer Development Division of an
Therefore, externally purchased data had
internationally operating group of companies to be matched with the existing customer
needed detailed information about outlets of data. Here, too, the process involved was
its customers, e.g. data about potential and
nearly fully automated thanks to fuzzit®.
Using the similarity comparison method by
about area distribution regarding food and
non-food items. Market research companies, fuzzit®, the market research data is automatically matched to the in-house customer data
such as Nielsen, Trade Dimensions, and
on the basis of the name and address fields.
similar companies, supply this information,
but without linking it to the in-house customer Only if this method fails, a manual intervention is required.
master data data.
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Real-life scenario 4
Augmenting master data with market research data

User

Real-life scenario 5
Synchronizing the customer database and sanction lists
Material base,
customer base
Sales data,
material base,
customer base

Mapped sales data,
augmented master data,
mapping tables

Sanction lists are issued by governments,
the EU, and the UN. These may for instance
be lists of companies which are suspected
of having ties to terrorist organizations or
countries. All companies are forbidden to
conduct business with the firms on these
lists.

In this case fuzzit® is used to compare the
external sanction data against the company’s own customer database. If the external
datasets come from different sources, it
makes sense to consolidate them first before performing the comparison against the
customer database. Subsequently similarity
comparisons are conducted with fuzzit®.
As a result of this process, all datasets are
delivered which might possibly contain a
match with a sanctioned recipient.
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The whole nine yards:
Monitoring, Reporting,
Business Intelligence and more.

Systrion AG has been developing individual and standard software since 2000.
The Systrion product range includes the software suite synfoxx® for end-to-end
management of master data as well as the tool kit fuzzit® for automated data mapping.
Additionally, Systrion offers consulting services about master data management,
data quality management and business intelligence. The company works with clients
such as Unilever and Continental and has long-term experience in the fields of fast moving
consumer goods and the automobile industry.
Systrion is certified partner of Microsoft, Adobe and 1WorldSync.

Exactly the solution that you need.
fuzzit® is a multi-tenant system that is adjusted
and implemented according to the specific
requirements of the individual client.
The experiences from a large number of integration projects were incorporated into the development of the system. It can be operated both
autonomously by the client and by Systrion in the
context of a SaaS scenario. In this case all the
fuzzit® users need is an Internet browser.
The application is hosted at our computer centre
(inspected according to German data protection
regulations and certified according to ISO 27001).
The data is transferred via secure connections.

Network access and transmission
paths are designed in such a way that
virtually no difference can be noticed
to a locally installed application.
Technical information such as system
status, processing progress and performance plus professional reporting
are provided. Extensive monitoring
and business intelligence components
can be adjusted to any request of
yours. Simply ask us!
“What comes to my mind when I think of Systrion and integration?
Assigning a task and making a check mark. Or: resting easy despite utterly complex integration issues.
In short: they’ll manage!”
Rüdiger Gleba, Head of Global IT Infrastructure, Tire Division, Continental AG
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